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The paper describes the essential characteristics of data journalism, the conditions and the process 
of its forming, the basic features of data journalism in social communication. The article discusses a new 
trend in journalism as “data journalism”, which is based on the processing of open data and their use to 
create journalistic material. The article describes the main characteristics of data journalism, the condi-
tions and the process of its formation, the main functions of data journalism in social communication and 
its importance in the media sphere of Kazakhstan.

The aim of the study is to identify the specifics of the main trends of date-journalism based on 
international experience and features of the development of regional experience in the composition 
of modern media, the definition of its structural characteristics. The subject of the research is the key 
characteristics of the journalist’s tool, called data journalism, which helps to provide the public with im-
portant information that could go unnoticed in vast amounts of information about contemporary reality.

Internet journalism of metadata defines fundamentally new opportunities for the strategic develop-
ment of media content characteristics and functions of modern journalism as an element of open public 
management, the formation of the science of media (media dialogue). The use of the Internet changes 
the systemic and functional properties of journalism and the media, marking the communicative Internet 
as a stage in the development of mass media, since the characteristics outlined above reflect the funda-
mental differences in computer communication and information in the Internet and in the characteristics 
of media content. Because there is an inevitable development of visual journalism, which is a tool for 
transmitting information. 

The author determines that the development of data journalism inevitably entails the development 
of digital literacy. The author concludes that data journalism, as a new format for presenting analytical 
media content based on the use of digital computer and Internet databases, has successful prospects in 
Kazakhstan. In this study, the author used the following methods: the method of content analysis (qualita-
tive) and the descriptive method (in its modern interpretation). The areas of application of the results: jour-
nalism, mass communications, digital journalism in close accordance with the use of ICT technologies. 
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де рек тер журнaлис тикaсын дaмы тудaғы қиын дықтaр: қaзaқстaндық тә жі ри бе

Мaқaлaдa журнaлис тикaның жaңa үр ді сі aшық де рек тер ді өң деуге жә не оны журнaлис тік 
мaте риaлдaрды жaсaуғa не гіз дел ген «де рек тер журнaлис тикaсы» ре тін де қaрaсты рылaды. Со ны-
мен қaтaр, aқпaрaттық журнaлис тикaның не гіз гі сипaттaмaлaры, оның қaлыптaсуы мен қaлыптaсу 
про це сі, әлеу мет тік ком му никaциядaғы aқпaрaттық журнaлис тикaның не гіз гі функ циялaры жә не 
оның Қaзaқстaнның ме диa сaлaсындaғы мaңыз ды лы ғы сипaттaлғaн.

Зерт теу дің мaқсaты – хaлықaрaлық тә жі ри бе ге не гіз дел ген күн де лік ті журнaлис тикaның не-
гіз гі тен ден циялaры ның ерек ше лік те рін aнықтaу жә не зaмaнaуи БАҚ құрaмындaғы өңір лік тә-
жі ри бе ні дaмы ту дың ерек ше лік те рі, оның құ ры лым дық сипaттaмaлaрын aнықтaу. Зерт теу дің 
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тaқы ры бы журнaлис тің құрaл-сaймaны ның не гіз гі сипaттaмaлaры бо лып тaбылaды, ол де рек тер-
ді журнaлис тикa деп aтaйды, ол хaлық ты зaмaнaуи шын дық турaлы көп те ген aқпaрaтқa нaзaр 
aудaрa aлмaйт ын мaңыз ды aқпaрaтпен қaмтaмaсыз ете ді. 

Метaде рек тер дің Ин тер нет-журнaлис тикaсы ме диa-кон тент тің сипaттaмaлaры мен қaзір-
гі зaмaнғы журнaлис тикaның функ циялaрын aшық мем ле кет тік бaсқaру эле мен ті, бұқaрaлық 
aқпaрaт ғы лы мын қaлыптaсты ру (ме диa диaлог) ре тін де тү бе гей лі жaңa мүм кін дік тер ді 
aнықтaйды. Ин тер нет ті пaйдaлaну журнaлис тикaның жә не бұқaрaлық aқпaрaт құрaлдaры ның 
жүйе лік-функ ционaлдық қaсиет те рін өз гер те ді, бұқaрaлық aқпaрaт құрaлдaры ның дaмуы ке зе-
ңін де ком му никaтивті Ин тер нет ті бел гі лей ді, өйт ке ні жоғaрыдa сипaттaлғaн сипaттaмaлaр ин тер-
нет те гі жә не ме диa мaзмұндaғы ком пью тер лік бaйлaныс пен aқпaрaттың ір ге лі aйырмaшы лы ғын 
көр се те ді. Ви зуaлдық журнaлис тикaның қaрқын ды дaмуы қaзір гі кез де aқпaрaт тaрaту дың бaсты 
құрaлынa aйнaлудa. 

Ав торлар де рек тер журнaлис тикaсы ның дaмуы сөз сіз цифр лық сaуaтты лық ты дaмытaды де-
ген ой aйт aды. Со ны мен қaтaр, де рек тер журнaлис тикaсы цифр лы ком пью тер лер мен ин тер нет 
де рек тер бaзaлaрын пaйдaлaну не гі зін де aнaли тикaлық ме диa мaзмұн ды ұсы ну дың жaңa формaты 
ре тін де Қaзaқстaнды жaңa же тіс тік тер ге жет кі зе ді де ген қо ры тын дығa ке ле ді. Бұл жұ мыстa 
aвторлар ке ле сі әдіс тер ді қолдaнды: кон тент тaлдaу (сaпaлы) жә не сипaттaмa әді сі (оның қaзір гі 
зaмaнғы ин те рп ретaция сындa). Нә ти же лер ді қолдaну сaлaлaры: журнaлис тикa, бұқaрaлық ком-
му никaциялaр, цифр лық журнaлис тикa, АКТ тех но ло гиялaрын қолдaну мен ты ғыз бaйлaныс ты.

Тү йін  сөз дер: де рек тер журнaлис тикaсы, қaзaқстaндық тә жі ри бе, цифр лық журнaлис тикa, 
цифр лық сaуaтты лық.
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Труд нос ти в рaзви тии журнaлис ти ки дaнных: опыт Кaзaхстaнa

В стaтье описaны ос нов ные хaрaкте рис ти ки журнaлис ти ки дaнных, ус ло вия и про цесс ее 
фор ми ровa ния, осо бен нос ти журнaлис ти ки дaнных в со циaль ной ком му никa ции. В стaтье об-
суждaет ся новaя тен ден ция в журнaлис ти ке кaк «журнaлис тикa дaнных», ко торaя ос новaнa нa 
обрaбот ке отк ры тых дaнных и их ис поль зовa нии для создa ния журнaлист ско го мaте риaлa. В 
стaтье описaны ос нов ные хaрaкте рис ти ки ин формaцион ной журнaлис ти ки, ус ло вия и про цесс ее 
фор ми ровa ния, ос нов ные функ ции ин формaцион ной журнaлис ти ки в со циaль ной ком му никaции 
и ее знaче ние в ме диaсфе ре Кaзaхстaнa. 

Целью исс ле довa ния яв ляет ся выяв ле ние спе ци фи ки ос нов ных тен ден ций дaтa-журнaлис-
ти ки нa ос но ве ми ро во го опытa и осо бен нос ти рaзви тия ре ги онaльно го опытa в состaве сов ре-
мен ных ме диa, оп ре де ле ние её ст рук тур ных хaрaкте рис тик. Пред ме том исс ле довa ния яв ляют ся 
клю че вые хaрaкте рис ти ки инс тру ментa журнaлистa, под нaзвa нием дaтa-журнaлис тикa, по-
могaюще го предстaвить об ще ст вен нос ти вaжные све де ния, ко то рые мог ли остaться незaме чен-
ны ми в ог ром ных мaссивaх ин формaции о сов ре мен ной реaль нос ти. 

Ин тер нет-журнaлис тикa в метaдaнных иден ти фи ци рует рaдикaльно но вые воз мож нос ти, 
тaкие кaк со держa ние ме диaкон тентa и роль отк ры то го пуб лич но го упрaвле ния, фор ми ровa ние 
ме диa-нaуки (ме диa-диaлогa) с функ циями сов ре мен ной журнaлис ти ки. Ис поль зовa ние Ин тер-
нетa из ме няет сис тем ную функ ционaль нос ть журнaлис ти ки и средс тв мaссо вой ин формa ции, 
оп ре де ляет ком му никaтивный Ин тер нет во вре мя рaзви тия средс тв мaссо вой ин формa ции, 
пос кольку описaнные вы ше хaрaкте рис ти ки предстaвляют фундaментaльное рaзли чие меж ду 
ком пью тер ным и ин тер нет-кон тен том в Ин тер не те и ме диa-кон тен том. Быст рое рaзви тие ви-
зуaль ной журнaлис ти ки в нaстоящее вре мя яв ляет ся ос нов ным инс тру мен том рaсп рострaне ния 
ин формa ции. 

Ав тор полaгaет, что рaзви тие журнaлис ти ки дaнных не сом нен но по вы сит циф ро вую грaмот-
ность. Кро ме то го, дaнные журнaлис ти ки зaключaют, что ис поль зовa ние циф ро вых ком пьюте-
ров и бaз дaнных в Ин тер не те пре достaвляет Кaзaхстaну но вые дос ти же ния в кaчест ве но во го 
формaтa для пре достaвле ния кон тентa. В дaнной рaбо те aвтор ис поль зовaл сле дующие ме то ды: 
кон тент-aнaлиз (кaчест вен ный) и ме тод описa ния (в его сов ре мен ной ин те рп ретa ции). Облaсть 
ре зуль тaтов тес но связaнa с ис поль зовa нием журнaлис ти ки, средс тв мaссо вой ин формa ции, 
циф ро вой журнaлис ти ки, тех но ло гий ИКТ.

Клю че вые словa: журнaлис тикa дaнных, кaзaхстaнс кий опыт, циф ровaя журнaлис тикa, циф-
ровaя грaмот ность.
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Introduction

The article gives reasoning about the genre of 
journalism as “data journalism”, which uses public 
data and other public data to provide information. 
Data can relate to a variety of spheres of life: educa-
tion, economics, politics, science and much more. 
This may be information about the growth of infla-
tion or public debt for a certain period of time, the 
statistics of crimes committed in a particular region, 
the percentage of enrolled in universities or the av-
erage annual change in the river bed. Data is added 
to traditional data for the journalistic arsenal: print-
ed text, photographs and the like. Thus, data, figures 
and facts that are complex for perception in their 
usual form become clear and simple for the audi-
ence. Adhering to the opinion that the “data journal-
ism” genre, which has long spread in the West, has 
not yet received the same recognition in the coun-
tries of the former USSR, including in Kazakhstan. 
The author shows that there are several reasons for 
this, the main ones are the inability of domestic jour-
nalists to work with “raw” data and excessive close-
ness of both government departments and private 
businesses.

Soviet journalism, which before the indepen-
dence in 1991, was also related to the Kazakh press, 
among other things, such functions as education and 
propaganda were given, and “digging in numbers”, 
on the contrary, was not encouraged – this was the 
function of the State Statistics Service ‒ the figures 
were needed in order actively foster a myth of the 
inevitability of communism’s triumph. Around the 
same time fresh data on the growth of unemploy-
ment in the US and the closure of mines in the UK 
could always be obtained from the local district par-
ty committee.

Unfortunately, this approach has shifted to the 
domestic journalism faculties: where they teach to 
write, but do not work with data. So, for example, 
unlike students at the Faculty of Economics or Juris-
prudence, future journalists do not study statistics, 
mathematical analysis, or at least the basics of the 
economy. For the sake of justice, it should be noted 
that students pass such a subject as computer sci-
ence (the acquired knowledge is forgotten because 
they do not find the field of application). As a result, 
we receive journalists who can brilliantly describe 
the suffering of a large family, which the local ad-
ministration does not allocate the proper housing in 
any way. But the same journalist will confuse the 
concept of “profit” and “revenue”, and will not be 
able to explain how interest differs from percentage 
points (Anderson J., Rainie L., 2012).

Materials and Methods 
The methodological foundations of the research 

correspond to the main parameters of an interdisci-
plinary approach to the study of media texts. Materi-
al research ‒ in terms of open databases, a key in the 
provision of materials based on this kind of infor-
mation, is a method of analysis, interpretation, pre-
sentation. The tendency to shift the emphasis on the 
analytical nature of the presentation of information 
for contemporary socio-economic discourse as such. 
In particular, databases are actively used as a source 
of information for the development of innovation 
processes: for example, in March 2013, the Euro-
pean Institute for Innovation and Technology (Euro-
pean Institute of Innovation and Technologies, EIT) 
holds a large-scale international conference ‘Data 
Innovations: a New Growth Imperative’. The source 
of material extraction is the English-language press 
and the Russian-language press of Kazakhstan, open 
data catalogs, scientific methodological aids and 
scientific research and professional journalistic re-
ports. According to the research team, the electronic 
media in Kazakhstan are the first to respond to all 
changes (Zhanabekova, 2014). It is because of their 
heightened “sensitivity” to the interests and needs of 
the audience that they are included in the sources of 
material extraction.

In this study, we used the following methods: the 
method of content analysis (qualitative) and the de-
scriptive method (in its modern interpretation). Let’s 
clarify that content analysis is used by us according 
to Lasswell: as an analysis of signs and statements to 
test their influence on the audience; analysis results 
are the frequency of certain characters, their inten-
sity, and the sender’s rating (Lasswell, 1949). De-
scriptive method, according to A.A. Gorbachevsky 
includes three stages of analysis of linguistic materi-
al: segmentation (separation of linguistic units from 
the text), identification (delimitation of linguistic 
units and their variants), and arrangement (determi-
nation of the relationship between linguistic units) 
(Gorbachevsky, 2011). These stages are completed 
by us in the course of the study.

Scientific methodology 
The study of the theoretical foundations and first 

practices of metadata journalism as a phenomenon 
and process allows us to formulate a working defini-
tion: metadata journalism is a set of specific skills 
for searching, analyzing, visualizing information 
from digital sources of metadata to form interactive 
formats of unique presentation of the author’s ana-
lytical content and effective interaction with the au-
dience. This is the format of current journalism, the 
format of the media text / media content, the method 
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of its creation, translation, consumption, which can 
be used as a metamethod and metabase for other 
genres.

The study allowed for the first time to fix from 
a theoretical point of view a new format for synthe-
sizing fundamentally different approaches to using 
fact as the main category of journalism and the pos-
sibility of contamination, synthesis, synergy of all 
types / formats / genres of journalism in the search 
for media content and the functioning of the media 
system. In this study, limited to the length of the 
article, a professional journalistic message (verbal, 
auditory, visual, convergent content) with a specific 
set of characteristics, functioning within a certain 
media resource and a specific media model, is desig-
nated as “format”, since the term “genre”, typology 
of genres To this day, have no clear definitions. This 
trend in the structure of the media activity continues 
the vector of research of convergent journalism for-
mats and is fundamentally new.

This format (meta format) of analytic content 
delivery allows, for the first time, fixing the direc-
tion of formation of approaches to journalism not 
so much as applied scientific knowledge, but as a 
science that has its own methods, presents conclu-
sions that can be verified, and the results can be re-
peated. Such qualitative changes in media commu-
nication confirm the concept of medialogy proposed 
by the author as a complex science about media, the 
subject of which is media communication (Shilina 
M.,2009).

Literature review
Similar in scope to this study is the work of 

Mirko Lorenz. Mirko Lorenz is one of the world’s 
leading experts in data journalism. Founder Da-
tawrapper service, which helps journalists create 
correct charts and diagrams, is known all over the 
world. here we can quote an important statement 
from Lorenz from his scientific work: “The Euro-
pean Journalism Center conducted a study to find 
out what journalists should learn. The authors found 
that journalists have a great willingness to go be-
yond the comfort zone of traditional journalism and 
invest their time in gaining new knowledge and new 
experience. The results of the research showed that 
journalists see the opportunity, but they need some 
support to rip through the initial problems that keep 
them from working with data. There is a certainty 
that if the data journalism is more thoroughly mas-
tered, the workflow, tools and results will improve 
very quickly. 

Pioneers in this direction, such as the Guardian, 
the New York Times, the Texas Tribune and Die Zeit, 
continue to raise the bar with their data-based arti-

cles and stories” (Mirko Lorenz, 2016, p. 18). From 
Kazakhstan authors we can mention G.Ibrayeva The 
author emphasizes that Data Journalism is actively 
developing in national newspapers as “Egemen Ka-
zakhstan”, “Kazakhstanskaya Pravda”, in the online 
editions of Kazakhstan.The author offersre sources 
actively developing this Trend, as well as tools that 
allow Journalists actively using Data. The author 
makes conclude that Data Journalism in Kazakhstan 
successful prospects (G.Ibrayeva, 2016). 

Results and discussion
The main task of data journalism is “to make the 

numbers more attractive,” most often the result of the 
journalist’s work is illustrated using infographics. 
Moreover, the journalistic material itself can be pre-
sented in the form of interactive infographics. And 
then it’s not publication in the media, it’s something 
else (Data Journalism and its traps http://redactor.
in.ua/ru/actual/7817.Zhurnalistika_dannih_i_ee_lo-
vushki). The fact is that data journalism as a phe-
nomenon is largely a product of an open society in 
which neither government departments nor business 
structures try not to restrict access to data. Through-
out the world, since 2008, an active movement for 
open data began. In many countries, open data por-
tals appear, containing a wide variety of data, dif-
fering in both quantity and quality. Opportunities 
appeared to analyze on the basis of these data, and 
these opportunities gave impetus to the dissemina-
tion of data journalism (E. Constantaras, 2016). 

In 2008 the U.S. President Barack Obama 
signed three presidential memorandums of transpar-
ency and the open government. Open data are the 
public state data placed on the portal for the pur-
pose of their further use and a reprint by citizens and 
business. The largest states and international organi-
zations, such as UN, EU, OSCE, World Bank, OGP 
(Partnership of the open government), International 
Budget Partne. (Mirko Lorenz, 2016, p. 32)

The state portals of open data were created in 
23 countries, including the USA, Great Britain, Sin-
gapore, France, Canada, Australia, Singapore, Den-
mark and other countries. The leading position is 
taken by Great Britain (data.gov.uk), the USA (data.
gov) and Singapore (data.gov.sg). Successful imple-
mentation of the Open Data project is shown by the 
countries of Europe. The cumulative economic ef-
fect of the applications based on open data in econ-
omy of the EU-27 is estimated at 140 billion euros 
a year. 

In Canada access to open data allowed to anal-
yse and reveal losses of 3.2 bln. dollars of the USA 
from fraudulent actions with charity foundations. 
In Great Britain ‒ the “Where Does My Money 
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Leave?” project allows to control the cost of budget 
money. In the USA ‒ the project allowing to find 
housing taking into account duration of a trip to 
work is implemented. In the Netherlands the Min-
istry of Education published all the online training 
materials for reuse. People became more rare to 
ask it questions, the burden and expenses decreased 
(Mirko Lorenz, 2016, p. 37). 

In 2016, the government of Kazakhstan launched 
its own open data portal. The portal data.egov.kz 
operates within the framework of a larger project ‒ 
the Electronic Government of Kazakhstan. This is a 
platform that acquaints citizens of the state with data 
that will be useful for them in everyday life. In addi-
tion, they have great potential for economic growth, 
business innovation and job creation. 

The open data portal is a key component of the 
“Open Government”, which publishes data of gov-
ernment agencies in a machine-readable format. 
When processing and analyzing information from 
the portal can be effectively used in various fields, 
in particular, in journalism.

Visitors to the portal can get acquainted with 
the actual information provided by both central 
and local government bodies. As of August 14, 
2017, 2,260 sets of public data were published on 
the Open Government portal of Kazakhstan (open.
egov.kz) (News.rambler.ru ‒ https://news.rambler.
ru/internet/37814539/?utm_content=rnews&utm_
medium=read_more&utm_source=copylink). 

For example, the National Bank of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan provided statistics on the interbank 
money transfer system, and the Ministry of National 
Economy ‒ data on special protective, anti-dumping 
and countervailing measures in force in the frame-
work of the Eurasian Economic Union against third 
countries. Akimats (Regional Governor’s Office) 
share information about social facilities, tourist 
routes, statistics on the industry of regions, etc.

Among them ‒ information about legal entities, 
lists of insolvent debtors, information on taxpayers, 
the birth rate in the country, the administrative and 
territorial structure of the state, etc.

Among them ‒ information about legal entities, 
lists of insolvent debtors, information on taxpayers, 
the birth rate in the country, the administrative and 
territorial structure of the state, etc.

One of the popular data sets among portal us-
ers was the statistics of diseases. The presented data 
reflect the types of diseases in the context of all re-
gions of the country, indicating the types and num-
ber of diseases in 2015 and 2016.

However, the problem of the modern world is 
not a lack of data, but an excess of data. Abilities to 

analyze them are in a great demand. Unfortunately, 
the lion’s share Kazakhstani journalists do not have 
the skills to review this kind of data and it is unlikely 
that there will be a dozen worthy journalistic materi-
als written in this genre.

A media specialist who wants to work in the 
field of data journalism must be able to work with 
a variety of analytical and technical tools: starting 
with common Excel, Google Docs and ending with 
more specific ones like IBM ManyEyes, Wordle or 
Planning Tools from Google, or even OfficeReports. 
In Kazakhstan, so far few journalists have the skills 
to work with these tools.

Data journalism requires knowledge of basic 
topics, as a rule, beyond the attention of traditional 
journalism. It is necessary to know how public ad-
ministration works, how to interpret laws, decrees 
and decrees. If a journalist does not know the prin-
ciples of the work of institutions in his own country, 
his career in data journalism will quickly stall.

Fluency in English. Most of the most common-
ly used data-journalism tools are available only in 
English. At the moment, the gap between journal-
ists, who thanks to their language skills can use all 
the resources of data-journalism, and journalists 
who, due to the lack of these skills, can not, is huge 
(Oboler A, 2012). 

Online search skills. It’s not enough just to use a 
regular Google search. You need to take advantage 
of advanced search by format, by topic and by date. 
In addition, since states are not in a hurry to spread 
data in the public domain, it is necessary to know 
which official sites store data.

Skills for creating spread sheets. Journalists 
need to know how to handle numbers in Excel or 
similar programs.

Knowledge of mathematics, as well as descrip-
tive statistics and inference statistics. A journalist 
suffering from phobia of numbers will inevitably 
encounter problems in analyzing the state budget, 
taxes or such topics as crime and pollution (V.Kaul, 
2012). 

Teaching data-journalism skills is basically self-
learning. None of the world schools of journalism, 
with rare exceptions, does not teach journalism data, 
so it becomes urgent to learn in practice.

Projects can be time consuming and expensive. 
The journalist will have to deal with dozens if not 
hundreds or even thousands of forms, texts and 
graphs.

It is necessary to remember the three main parts, 
which are the reporting of journalism data. In ad-
dition to the plot, the report should provide readers 
with background documents, explain the methodol-
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ogy for data collection so that the work is evaluated 
by experts, and also adequately illustrate the data. 

Using the data, the journalist’s work shifts its 
main focus, switching attention from the task of 
being the first one to report something, to the task 
of being the one who will tell us what can actually 
mean a certain course of events. That’s why journal-
ists should view the data as a prospect, as a chance, 
as an opportunity and an opportunity. They can, for 
example, tell how some kind of abstract threat, such 
as, for example, unemployment, can affect people, 
depending on their age, gender, level of education. 
The use of data turns something abstract into some-
thing that everyone can understand and with which 
one can relate themselves.

They can create personalized calculators to help 
people make decisions, whether buying a car, at 
home, deciding on education, or choosing a career 
path in life or pursuing strict cost control so as not 
to incur debts.

They can analyze the dynamics of complex situ-
ations, such as insurgencies, insurrections or politi-
cal debates, demonstrate frequent misconceptions 
and help everyone see possible solutions to complex 
problems.

Acquaintance with such processes as search, 
cleaning and visualization of data, also transforms 
the profession of the information collector. Journal-
ists who master these processes at a high level will 
learn on their own skin that the creation of articles 
based on data, unique information and analytical de-
velopments brings clarity, variety and changes, as 
well as relief. Fewer assumptions, fewer citations ‒ 
instead, a journalist can create a strong position with 
the support of data, and this can greatly affect the 
role of journalism in general. 

Conclusion 

Summarizing the article, it should be said that 
the data are invaluable. Access of the journalist to 
the data allows to show this or that topic in such a 
way as to reveal the process and its decision. Many 
journalists publish bold materials, supporting the 
arguments in the language of real numbers. There 
are dangers of using infographics when texts are 
accompanied by graphics, but it performs the func-
tion of an ornament, does not reveal the potential, 

or there is a discrepancy between textual and visual 
information. Sometimes, incorrectly created info-
graphics can distort information. Despite the diffi-
culties, there is a result, and Kazakhstani journalism 
successfully masters the new world trend of Data 
Journalism.

We believe that the goal of the research has been 
achieved, the tasks have been solved. The fields of 
application of the results obtained are journalism, 
philology, linguistics, intercultural communication, 
cultural studies, and sociology.

Among the tendencies, we note the movement 
towards journalism of open metadata: programs on 
the so-called open governance, the implementation 
of open government concepts all over the world, 
including in Kazakhstan, contribute to the develop-
ment of this type of database and hence metadata 
journalism as a significant driver for social develop-
ment.

Also, the presentation of such analytical media 
content on the Internet makes it possible to develop 
a new format for the consumption of media infor-
mation, deepens the setting to form the audience’s 
opinion, but knowledge, which corresponds to the 
progressive paradigms of the innovation discourse 
as the next stage of social development. The use of 
metadata as a resource for innovation development, 
recorded, in particular, in the EU and USA, allows 
us to talk about the prospects of metadata journal-
ism in the formation of the innovation sphere, where 
communication is mandatory, professional commu-
nication changes its ontological status, acquiring 
characteristics of a field that is equivalent to poli-
tics, economy, culture , which allows to fix the trend 
of a possible overcoming of the crisis of corporate 
identity.

And finally, from the point of view of profes-
sional creativity, journalism of metadata, despite the 
use of computer, Internet data, can strengthen the 
significance of the author, not technology, strength-
en the humanitarian, rather than technocratic, trends 
in the development of journalism, since it is the in-
terpretation, choice of form content allows you to 
create on the basis of standard statistics original 
journalistic material. Thus, theoretical studies in the 
indicated direction will make it possible to over-
come the creative crisis of the corporate identity of 
modern journalism in practice.
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